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**ABSTRACT**

The liver is the largest internal organ in the human body that is responsible for more than 500 vital functions, including biosynthesis of major plasma proteins, immunity against infectious pathogens, balancing energy metabolism and xenobiotics biotransformation (1). One of the main functions of the liver is an important role in drug metabolism (2). Since developing new drug compounds into market have faced many challenges such as safety, efficacy and high costs as well, using preclinical drug screening tests are necessary to eliminate false leads (3). Therefore, availability of a suitable and convenient model is crucial to predict drug toxicity.

**Introduction**

The liver is the largest internal organ in the human body that is responsible for more than 500 vital functions, including biosynthesis of major plasma proteins, immunity against infectious pathogens, balancing energy metabolism and xenobiotics biotransformation (1). One of the main functions of the liver is an important role in drug metabolism (2). Since developing new drug compounds into market have faced many challenges such as safety, efficacy and high costs as well, using preclinical drug screening tests are necessary to eliminate false leads (3). Therefore, availability of a suitable and convenient model is crucial to predict drug toxicity. Although using animal models is helpful in many cases, but due to ethical controversies, high costs, and inter-species and inter-individual diversities, many researchers have tried to find the alternative platforms. Moreover, high polymorphism in activity of cytochrome p450 enzymes (CYPs) and the enzyme activity are even highly different between two individuals in one species that have caused the use of animal models is not accurate platform for drug screening and toxicity tests (4). Since decades ago, in vitro models have been used, however the most important challenge regarding the use of in vitro human hepatic models is the identification of suitable liver cell sources. In fact, applying the cell sources in different researches depends on aim and study design. Hepatocytes are the main parenchymal cells in liver that play indispensable role in hepatic functions. These cells can be derived from direct differentiation of stem cells e.g. induced pluripotent stem cells (iPSCs) and embryonic stem cells (ESCs). In addition, some hepatocytes cell lines can be used in studies about...
liver. However, these sources are not perfect, iPSCs-derived hepatocytes lack sufficient maturity, therefore they were not able to display CYPs activity properly (5). Moreover, cell lines express alpha-fetoprotein (AFP), which is a fetal marker as well as less activity of CYPs (6). Since fresh ex vivo primary human hepatocytes (PHHs) demonstrates CYPs expression and activity similar to in vivo. They are gold standard platform for drug screening and toxicity assays. The significant challenge in drug development industry is connection between in vitro and in vivo consequences. Therefore, to get this sight, it is a great need to develop a faithful model that can mimic in vivo conditions and microenvironment (7). The studies of maintenance of hepatocytes for long-term or short-time depends on the aim of studies, i.e., incubation of drugs with hepatocytes for couple of hours in PK/PD (Pharmacodynamics/Pharmacokinetics) studies and a few days in toxicology studies. However, long-term preservation of hepatocytes and acceptable functionality of them depend on two factors: the specific cell type used in the study, e.g., primary human hepatocyte and the method of cultivation, e.g., 2D or 3D cultures (8). Liver is made up of different cell types and specific extracellular matrix (ECM) that construct normal liver. Normal physiology and function of hepatocytes strongly depend on cell-cell and cell-ECM interactions. Although, fundamental studies have been done based on 2D culture, these accomplishments cannot be accountable regarding polarity and function of PHH (9). Nowadays, using 3D cultures including organoids and spheroids can be cited due to similarity with in vivo structure and polarity preservation. Therefore, 3D culture systems have been introduced in order to long-term maintenance of liver-specific functions, increases in sensitivity for drug metabolism and prolonged expression of phase I and II enzymes (10, 11).

In conclusion, in vitro 3D culture models are commonly used to mimic liver functions. They can be applied in toxicology studies. In fact, the toxicity of drugs can be detected after several weeks. Therefore the effect of drugs should be tracked in vitro during long-term and these structures must be simulated in vivo conditions. Primary human hepatocytes that cause high CYPs activity are the best choice to achieve this approach. On the other hand, 3D systems in addition to the use of stromal cells and ECM can be the best method to enhance and maintain functionality in PHH. Nowadays, the increasing need for new drugs has made the use of organoid platforms for drug development as an absolute necessity for pharmaceutical industries.
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